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Racism and ethnic
discrimination

Crimes motivated by racism, xenophobia and related intolerances, the mainstreaming of elements of extremist
ideology in political and public discourse and ethnic discrimination in healthcare, education, employment
and housing persist throughout the European Union (EU). Roma populations in particular continue to face
discrimination, as evidence collected by FRA and other bodies demonstrates. EU Member States made efforts
to develop comprehensive approaches to Roma integration. Nevertheless, more still needs to be done when it
comes to securing sufficient funding for Roma inclusion and ensuring that it benefits targeted groups, putting
robust and effective monitoring mechanisms in place, and fighting discrimination and segregation, the European
Commission concluded in its assessment of National Roma Integration Strategies.

6.1.	 Developments and
trends in officially
recorded crimes
motivated by racism,
xenophobia and related
intolerances
Despite the long‑standing commitments and efforts
of EU Member States to counter crimes motivated by
racism, xenophobia and related intolerances, these
crimes continue to take place across the EU.1 Member
States continued addressing these crimes, either by
changing their approach to such crime or through
changing or enhancing data collection systems.

Key developments in the area of racism and
ethnic discrimination
• A number of EU Member States address crimes motivated by
racism, xenophobia and related intolerances, by redefining
what constitutes such crimes, and changing and enhancing
their data collection systems.
• Increases in recorded crimes motivated by racism, xenophobia
and related intolerances are observed in 11 EU Member States
that publish data on these crimes, with decreases observed in
another six Member States.
• Elements of extremist ideology increasingly join mainstream
political and public discourse in EU Member States.
• Several EU Member States begin implementing policies at the
national level to improve Roma integration, but the overall
situation of Roma remains critical with respect to discrimination
in healthcare, housing, education and employment.

Changes in the approach to racist, xenophobic and
related crimes included: enhancing penalties for
crimes motivated by such biases (Belgium,2 and the
United Kingdom3); moves to begin legally recognising

• Members of ethnic minorities, migrants, refugees and irregular
migrants continue to face discrimination and inequalities in
healthcare, housing, education and employment across the
EU, as exemplified by spatial segregation, discriminatory
advertisements and differential treatment in access to services.

1

• A number of EU Member States take steps to enable the
collection of data disaggregated by ethnicity, thereby
allowing for better recording and identification of
potentially discriminatory practices.

2
3

FRA (2012a); FRA (2012b); (FRA 2012c); Organization for
Security and Co‑operation in Europe/Office for Democratic
Institutions and Human Rights (OSCE‑ODIHR) (2012).
Belgium, Federal public service ‘Justice’ (2012). A draft law
was adopted on 14 January 2013.
United Kingdom, Parliament (2012).
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bias motivations as aggravating factors (Cyprus, 4 and
Estonia 5); or, ensuring that the criminal code better
recognises crimes motivated by racism, xenophobia and
related intolerances (Bulgaria,6 Malta,7 and Croatia;8 see
also Chapter 9 of this Annual report).
Greece, which witnessed an upsurge in racist and
anti‑immigration violence in 2012,9 responded by
establishing, under a presidential decree depart‑
ments and bureaus for combating racist violence in
December.10 This decree provides for the establish‑
ment of two departments to counter racist violence
in the sub‑directorates of state security in Athens and
Thessaloniki, as well as bureaus to counter racist vio‑
lence in all security sub‑directorates and departments
of the country.
The tasks of these departments and bureaus include,
among others, investigating complaints of crimes con‑
cerning the perpetration, preparation or public incite‑
ment, provocation or stimulation in the commission
of actions that may result in discrimination, hatred or
violence against persons or group of persons because
of their race, colour, religion, descent and national
or ethnic origin; collecting data on racist violence;
informing victims or complainants about their rights;
informing the prosecutor’s office of complaints; and
setting up a hotline for filing complaints.
In November 2012, Spain reinforced existing systems of
data collection. The Secretary General for Immigration
and Emigration of the Ministry of Employment and
Social Security and the Secretary of State for Security
of the Ministry of Interior jointly published a Handbook
for training security forces in identifying and recording
racist or xenophobic incidents.11 Changes made to the
crime statistics system meant that security forces in
Spain record crime statistics on racist and xenophobic
offences, as well as on offences motivated by religious
intolerance, sexual orientation, gender identity and dis‑
ability. The statistics include data on the characteristics
of victims and offenders as well as on the type and
location of the crimes.
Data on racist and antisemitic crimes collected and
published by the Association of Chief Police Officers
covering England, Northern Ireland and Wales now
4

Cyprus, Law No. 134(I)/2011 transposing the Council
Framework Decision 2008/913/JHA on combating certain
forms and expressions of racism and xenophobia by means
of criminal law, 21 October 2011.
5 Estonia, Parliament (2012).
6 Bulgaria, Ministry of Justice (2012).
7 Malta, Justice Services (2012).
8 Croatia, Criminal Code, 21 December 2012.
9 Greece, Racist Violence Recording Network (2012a); Human
Rights Watch (2012).
10 Greece, Ministry of Public Order and Citizen Protection
(2012).
11 Spain, Ministry of Employment and Social Security (2012).
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include data collected by the British Transport Police.
These data relate to “offences that have been perceived
as hate crimes by the victim or any other person”.12
Data published by relevant authorities across EU
Member States13 show great fluctuation in recorded
crime with racist, xenophobic, anti‑Roma, antisemitic,
Islamophobic/anti‑Muslim or (right‑wing) extremist
motives (See Tables 6.1–6.6).
When considering trends, care must be taken not to
confuse the rate of recorded incidents of racist, xeno‑
phobic and related crime with the actual rate of crime.
Not only is it widely acknowledged that this type of
crime is grossly under‑recorded (as are many forms of
inter‑personal crime), but variations observed within
EU Member States from one year to the next could be
the result of:
•• how these crimes are defined in criminal law;
•• changes in how (the characteristics of) incidents
are recorded;
•• the willingness of victims and/or witnesses to
report incidents; and,
•• the actual occurrence of racist, xenophobic and
related crime.
Tables 6.1–6.6 should therefore be read as indicative
of fluctuations in recorded crime. They should not be
taken to reflect the prevalence of racist, xenophobic and
related crime in any given EU Member State.

12
13

United Kingdom, Association of Chief Police Officers (2012).
Austria, Ministry of Interior, Federal Agency for State
Protection and Counter‑Terrorism (2012); Belgium, Federal
Police (2012); Croatia, Ministry of Interior (2012); Czech
Republic, Ministry of Interior (2012); Denmark, Danish
Security and Intelligence Service (2013); Finland, Police
College of Finland (2012); France, CNCDH (2012); Germany,
Federal Foreign Office (2010); Germany, Federal Foreign
Office (2012); Germany, Ministry of Interior (2012); Greece,
Racist Violence Recording Network (2012b); Ireland,
Office for the Promotion of Migrant Integration (2012);
Lithuania, Ministry of Justice, Information Technology and
Communications Department (2012a); Lithuania, Ministry
of Justice, Information Technology and Communications
Department (2012b); Luxembourg, Police Luxembourg
(2012); for the Netherlands see Tierolf, B. and Hermens, N.
(2012); Poland, Police (2012); Poland, Prosecution General
(2012); Spain, Council for the Promotion of Equal Treatment
and Non‑Discrimination on the Grounds of Racial or Ethnic
Origin (2012a); Slovakia, Ministry of Interior (2012); Sweden,
Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention (2012); United
Kingdom, Association of Chief Police Officers (2012); United
Kingdom, Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service (2012);
United Kingdom, Crown Prosecution Service (2012); United
Kingdom, Home Office (2012a) and (2012b); United Kingdom,
Police Service of Northern Ireland (2012); United Kingdom,
Scottish Government (2012).
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Table 6.1: Variation in officially recorded racist, anti‑Roma, antisemitic, Islamophobic/anti‑Muslim and
(right‑wing) extremist crime in EU Member States between 2010 and 2011, published data
Racist crime

Anti‑Roma crime

Antisemitic crime

AT

↘

↘

BE

↗

=*

Islamophobic/
Anti‑Muslim crime
↘

Extremist crime
(right‑wing)
↘

CY
CZ

↘

DE

↗

DK

↗

ES

↗

FI

↗

↘

↗

FR

↘

↘

↗

IE

↘

LT

↗

LU

↗

NL

↗

PL

↗

SE

↗

SK

n/c

UK

↘

HR

=

Notes:

Source:

n/c

↘
↘

↗
↗**

↘

↗
↗
↗

↗

↗

↗

n/c

Blank entries: no data are collected or published.
↗ indicates a rise in numbers of recorded incidents.
↘ indicates a decline in numbers of recorded incidents.
= indicates the same number of incidents recorded between 2010 and 2011.
* Recorded crimes of Holocaust denial or revisionism.
** Includes crimes motivated by either right‑wing or left‑wing extremism.
n/c: data are not comparable with the previous year.
FRA, 2012

For those EU Member States that publish data on more than
one bias motivation, Austria and the Czech Republic wit‑
nessed decreases in all forms of recorded crime between
2010 and 2011, while Denmark, the Netherlands, Poland
and Sweden saw increases in every category (Table 6.1).
Germany experienced increases for racist, xenophobic
and right‑wing extremist crimes, and a decrease in antise‑
mitic crimes. In Finland, increases were observed for racist
and Islamophobic/anti‑Muslim crimes but a decrease was
seen in antisemitic crime. Recorded racist, antisemitic
and extremist crimes appeared to be on the decrease
in France, while recorded Islamophobic/anti‑Muslim
crimes appeared to be on the increase. Recorded racist
crime was on the increase in Belgium, while the same
number of crimes of Holocaust denial or revisionism was
recorded there between 2010 and 2011. Note that the data
for Belgium only cover incidents of Holocaust denial or
revisionism and should therefore not be taken as repre‑
sentative of antisemitic crime as a whole.
Tables 6.2–6.6 provide more detail on trends over time
in officially recorded and published data on crimes
with racist, anti‑Roma, antisemitic, Islamophobic/

anti‑Muslim and (right‑wing) extremist motivations
in EU Member States. Direct comparisons between
Member States cannot and should not be made here,
because any observed variations are a reflection of data
collection practices at the national level.
The data presented in these tables are collected
from official reports relating to crimes motivated by
racism/xenophobia, antisemitism and extremist crime
published by relevant authorities.14 The focus on pub‑
lished reports reflects FRA’s opinion that data on these
types of crime should be freely available in the public
domain to increase the visibility of hate crime in the
EU, thereby contributing to acknowledge the rights of
victims of crime.15
Member States with high numbers of officially recorded
racist and related crimes do not necessarily have the
highest rates of such crime. High number demonstrate,
14 For more information on hate incidents, see OSCE/ODIHR
(2012).
15 FRA (2012c).
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instead, the willingness and ability of these Member
States to record the incidence of such crime and to
publish the related data. In contrast, Member States
where few incidents are reported, recorded and there‑
fore prosecuted can be said to be failing in their duty to
effectively tackle racist and related crime.
Official reports by law enforcement agencies and
criminal justice systems in EU Member States show
decreases in officially recorded data on racist crime
between 2010 and 2011 in Austria, the Czech Republic,
France, Ireland and throughout the United Kingdom
(Table 6.2). These reports show increases in recorded
racist crime in Denmark, Finland, Germany, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Poland, and Sweden; in the number of
individuals sentenced for racist crimes in the Czech
Republic; and, in the number of charges of ‘race
crime’ in Scotland.
The authorities in two Member States published data on
anti‑Roma crime in 2012: the Czech Republic and Sweden
(Table 6.3). These data show an increase in anti‑Roma
crime recorded in Sweden between 2010 and 2011,
while the Czech Republic published such data for the
first time in 2012. Although the Dutch police record data
on anti‑Roma crimes, it is no longer possible to extract
the number of anti‑Roma crimes from the report on
criminal acts of discrimination published in 2012 by the
police’s national expertise centre on diversity16 as these
data are now subsumed under generic categories.
Concerning recorded antisemitic crime, the authorities
in Austria, the Czech Republic, Finland, France and
Germany reported decreases between 2010 and 2011,
with increases reported in the Netherlands and
Sweden (Table 6.4).17
The authorities in five EU Member States published data
on Islamophobic/anti‑Muslim crime in 2012: Austria,
Denmark, Finland, France and Sweden (Table 6.5). The
Austrian authorities reported a decrease in Islamophobic/
anti‑Muslim crime between 2010 and 2011, while those
in France and Sweden reported increases during that
period. The National Consultative Commission on
Human Rights (CNCDH) in France attributes the large
increase in recorded anti‑Muslim actions and threats
in that same period to the general application of the
recording rules,18 a clear indicator of the extent to which
changes in counting rules can affect the analysis of
trends in recorded crime. The rate of Islamophobic/
anti‑Muslim crime recorded in Finland has remained
steady over the years, with 14 cases recorded in 2009,
15 in 2010 and 14 in 2011.
16 Netherlands, Tierolf, B. and Hermens, N. (2012), p. 10.
17 For more information on the situation of antisemitism in
the EU, see FRA (2012a).
18 France, CNCDH (2012), p. 76.
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The authorities in seven EU Member States published
data on crimes motivated by extremism: Austria, Czech
Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Poland and
Sweden (Table 6.6). Denmark, Germany, Poland and
Sweden reported increases, while all other Member
States reported decreases.

Promising practice

Joining forces to combat anti‑Muslim
attacks
Muslims, one of the largest groups defined
by religious affiliation in the EU, frequently
fall victim to racist and xenophobic abuse,
but evidence of Islamophobia or anti‑Muslim
sentiment often remains anecdotal because
few data collection mechanisms record this
form of prejudice.
One such mechanism is Tell MAMA, a United
Kingdom‑wide “public service for measuring
and monitoring anti‑Muslim attacks”. It was
developed by Faith Matters, a charity, “which
works on reducing extremism and developing
platforms for discourse and interaction between
Muslim, Sikh, Christian and Jewish communities
right across the UK”. Tell MAMA is partly funded
by the Department for Communities and Local
Government. Victims of attacks can report
these through a number of channels, including
the Tell MAMA website, by phone, by text
message, by email or through social networking
platforms such as Facebook or Twitter.
The Community Security Trust, a United
Kingdom‑wide Jewish organisation with
extensive experience in recording antisemitic
crime, sits on the advisory group to Tell MAMA
and assisted it in developing its data collection
system.
The Deputy Prime Minister announced in
November 2012 that the state would provide
Tell MAMA with GBP 214,000 (some €266,000)
further funding from the state to support its
activities. “The recording of [anti‑Muslim]
incidents will give the police, the Government
and the communities involved the knowledge
they need to combat hate crime in Britain,
as well as giving support to victims where
appropriate”.
For more information, see: http://tellmamauk.org; www.
faith-matters.org; www.thecst.org.uk; www.dpm.
cabinetoffice.gov.uk/news/deputy-prime-ministerextends-funding-tackle-hate-crime-against-muslims

Ministry of Interior, Security Policy Department – Annual
Report: Zpráva o problematice extremism na území
České Republiky
Ministry of Interior, Security Policy Department – Annual
Report: Zpráva o problematice extremism na území
České Republiky
Ministry of Interior, Security Policy Department – Annual
Report: Zpráva o problematice extremism na území
České Republiky
Ministry of Interior, Security Policy Department – Annual
Report: Zpráva o problematice extremism na území
České Republiky

CZ

IE

FR

FI

ES

EL

DK

DE

Cyprus Police – Archived statistical data

CY

Federal Foreign Office – Bericht der Bundesregierung
über ihre Menschenrechtspolitik
Federal Foreign Office – Bericht der Bundesregierung
über ihre Menschenrechtspolitik
Security and Intelligence Service – Annual Report:
Kriminelle forhold med mulig ekstremistisk baggrund
Racist Violence Recording Network – Press releases
Council for the Promotion of Equal Treatment and
Non‑Discrimination on the Grounds of Racial or Ethnic
Origin – Annual Report: Informe anual sobre la situación
de la discriminación y la aplicación del principio de
igualdad de trato por orígen racial o étnico en España
Police College of Finland – Annual Report: Poliisin tietoon
tullut viharikollisuus Suomessa
Ministry of Interior – Annual Report of the National
Consultative Commission on Human Rights: La lutte
contre le racisme, l’antisémitisme et la xénophobie
Central Statistics Office – Office for the Promotion of
Migrant Integration website

Ministry of Interior – Verfassungsschutzbericht

Federal Police – Police statistics on crime

Federal Agency for State Protection and
Counter‑terrorism – Verfassungsschutzbericht

BE

AT

Recording authority – Source of data
Federal Agency for State Protection and
Counter‑terrorism – Verfassungsschutzbericht

Reported racist crime

Actions and threats with a racist or xenophobic character

173

923

748

n/a

Cases with racist or xenophobic elements recorded by the
criminal statistics system (Sistema estadístico de criminalidad) at
the Ministry of Interior
Racist crimes reported to the police

n/a

227

Incidents of racist violence – System established in October 2011

Extremist crimes with a possible racist motivation

n/a

Politically motivated xenophobic crimes

484

Politically motivated violent, xenophobic criminal offences with
a right‑wing extremist background

n/a

192

Persons charged for offences with racist, ethnic or hate
considerations – Supreme Public Prosecutor’s Office

Politically motivated racist crimes

221

96

Individuals sentenced for crimes with racial features – court
statistics
Persons prosecuted for offences with racist, ethnic or hate
considerations – Supreme Public Prosecutor’s Office

217

18

1,359

419

28

2006

Crimes motivated by racism – court statistics

Serious offences – racial incidents and/or court cases

Racist and xenophobic crimes recorded by the police

Cases reported to the courts:
Prohibition Statute; Criminal law on incitement to hatred; Insignia
Law; Nazi ideology; Other criminal offences.

Committed crimes

Recorded data

Table 6.2: Trends in officially recorded data on racist crime in the EU and Croatia, 2006–2011, published data

n/a

1,163*
864
↗
172
↘

698
↘
723
↘
214
↗

n/a

113*

3,048

423

395
↘

185
↘

200
↘

97
↗

n/a

35
↘
n/a

n/a

n/a

414
↘

197
↗

204
↘

72
↘

192
↗

1,190
↘
6
↗

1,317
↘
3
↘
155
↘

835
↗

2008
56
↗

752
↗

2007
48
↗

128
↘

1,026
↗

1,385
↗

93

351
↘
428
↗
2,564
↘
73
↘
n/a

183
↘

194
↘

103
↗

178
↘

1,084
↘
8
↗

791
↘

n/a

2009

127
↘

886
↘

1,168
↘

92
↘

285
↘
433
↗
2,163
↘
62
↘
n/a

213
↗

225
↗

96
↘

288
↗

927
↘
32
↗

1,040
↗

64

2010

142
↗

865
↘

1,229
↗

224
↗

350
↗
484
↗
2,528
↗
70
↗
63**

209
↘

218
↘

158
↗

268
↘

n/a

995
↗

963
↘

2011
37
↘
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184
Cases of racist and/or xenophobic crime registered by the
General Prosecutor
Number of proceedings initiated in relation to public insult or
assault on the grounds of nationality, ethnicity, race or beliefs

Racist hate crimes – fiscal year
Racist incidents recorded by the police – fiscal year
Racially and religiously motivated criminal offences – fiscal year
Number of defendants referred to the CPS by the police – racially
aggravated hate crimes – fiscal year
Number of cases prosecuted by the CPS – racially aggravated
hate crimes – fiscal year
Number of cases successfully prosecuted by the CPS – racially
aggravated hate crimes – fiscal year

Home Office – Data release on hate crime

Ministry of Justice – Biennial Report on statistics on race
and the criminal justice system

Ministry of Justice – Biennial Report on statistics on race
and the criminal justice system

Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) – Annual Report: Hate
crimes and crimes against older people

Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) – Annual Report: Hate
crimes and crimes against older people

Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) – Annual Report: Hate
crimes and crimes against older people

England, Wales

62,071

Racist incidents recorded by the police – fiscal year (April to
March)

Home Office – Annual data release on racist incidents

9,115*****
↗

8,673*****
↘

9,214*****
↗

10,566*

13,201*****

9,071*****

51,187
↘

n/a

12,711*

54,872
↘

n/a

55,134**** 51,585****
↘
↗

39,311
↘

53
↘

3,786
↘

24
↘
774
↘
146
↗
43
↘

15

0

1

2010

11,713***** 13,008***** 11,624***** 12,131*****
↘
↘
↗

55,714
↘

55,714
↘
n/a

43,426

79
↘

4,116
↘

28
↗
762
↘
124
↗
46
↘

n/a

n/a

n/a

2009

31,486
↘
13,038*

58,445
↘

58,445
↘
n/a

n/a

218*

129***
↘

n/a

4,224*

98
↗
53
↗

2,489
↗

41
↘
37
↘

898

21
↗

17
↗
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2008

n/a

n/a

n/a

2007

38,351
36,762
35,705
↘
↘
↘
12,996***** 11,845***** 12,927*****
↘
↘
↗

42,554

62,071

n/a

n/a

143***

2,189

39

48

n/a

Recordable racist crimes under Home Office counting rules –
calendar year

Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention – Annual
Report: Statistik över polisanmälningar med identifierade Number of xenophobic/racist hate crime offences
hatbrottsmotiv
Ministry of Interior – monthly report on crime statistics: Number of prosecuted and investigated persons in relation to
Štatistika kriminality v. Slovenskej republike
racially motivated crime

Polish Police – Crime Statistics

General Prosecutor – website

Incidents of criminal discrimination – racist

14

n/a

Incitement to hatred motivated by ethnicity
Offences against persons, racial discrimination

n/a

n/a

2006

Incitement to hatred motivated by race

Discrimination based on ethnicity

Recorded data

England,
Association of Chief Police Officers – Total of recorded
Northern
hate crime from regional forces
Ireland, Wales

UK

SK

SE

PL

NL

LU

LT

Recording authority – Source of data
Ministry of Interior – Information Technology and
Communications Department website
Ministry of Interior – Information Technology and
Communications Department website
Ministry of Interior – Information Technology and
Communications Department website
Luxembourg Police – Rapport d’activité de la Police
grand‑ducale
Police’s National Expertise Centre on Diversity –
Criminaliteitsbeeld discriminatie

Table 6.2: Trends in officially recorded data on racist crime in the EU and Croatia, 2006–2011, published data (continued)

9,933
↘

11,774
↘

12,537
↘

n/a

n/a

35,816

35,875*
(incl. data
from the
British
Transport
Police)
47,648****
↘

97****

3,936
↗

2011
2
↗
12
↗
48
↗
40
↗
925
↗
272
↗
66
↗
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Charges of race crime – fiscal year

Reported criminal offences, racial or other discrimination

Ministry of Interior – Pregled temeljnih sigurnosnih
pokazatelja i rezultata rada

Racist incidents – fiscal year

Scotland Police – Statistical Bulletin, Crime and justice
Series

Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service – Annual
Report on hate crime in Scotland

Racially aggravated offences – fiscal year

Scotland Police – Statistical Bulletin, Crime and justice
Series

Racist crimes – fiscal year

Hate motivated crimes – racism (fiscal year)

Police Service of Northern Ireland – Annual Bulletin on
trends in hate motivated incidents and crimes

Scotland Police – Statistical Bulletin, Crime and justice
Series

Hate motivated incidents – racism (fiscal year)

9

4,361

6,439

5,124

n/a

861

1,047

2006

5
↘

4,365
↗

6,654
↗

5,322
↗

4,543

757
↘

976
↘

2007

8
↗

4,334
↘

6,676
↗

5,247
↘

4,564
↗

771
↗

990
↗

2008

6
↘

4,320
↘

6,617
↘

5,145
↘

4,513
↘

712
↘

1,038
↗

2009

11
↗

4,178
↘

6,470
↘

4,960
↘

4,173
↘

531
↘

842
↘

2010

11
=

4,518
↗

6,169
↘

4,907
↘

3,468
↘

458
↘

696
↘

2011

Comparisons can only be made within, and not between, EU Member States. For the United Kingdom, comparisons cannot be made among all the data collected in the four nations (England, Northern Ireland,
Scotland, Wales) as they use different counting rules.
↗ indicates a rise in numbers of recorded incidents.
↘ indicates a decline in numbers of recorded incidents.
= indicates the same number of incidents recorded between 2006 and 2011.
* Not comparable with previous years due to changes in recording procedures.
** Data cover the period between 1 October 2011 and 31 December 2011.
		*** Crimes motivated by racism and by extremism.
**** Data referring to the period prior to the fiscal year 2009/10 replicate the data from the Ministry of Justice reported in this table. Data on racist incidents in England and Wales published by the Home
Office in September 2012 provide different totals compared to the data published by the Ministry of Justice on racist incidents in England and Wales.
***** Racially and religiously aggravated hate crime.
Source:
FRA, 2012, compiled from reports published by the institutions referred to in Table 6.2

Notes:

HR

Scotland

Northern
Ireland

Recorded data

Police Service of Northern Ireland – Annual Bulletin on
trends in hate motivated incidents and crimes

Recording authority – Source of data
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Table 6.3: Trends in officially recorded data on anti‑Roma crime in the EU, 2006–2011, published data
Recording authority – Source of data

Type of data recorded

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

CZ

Ministry of the Interior, Security Policy Department –
Annual Report: Zpráva o problematice extremism na
území České Republiky

Crimes motivated by
hatred towards the Roma

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

69

NL

Police’s National Expertise Centre on Diversity –
Criminaliteitsbeeld discriminatie

Incidents of criminal
discrimination – anti-Roma

n/a

n/a

0

1
↗

4
↗

n/a

SE

Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention –
Annual Report: Statistik över polisanmälningar med
identifierade hatbrottsmotiv

Number of anti‑Roma
hate crime offences

n/a

178

163
↘

145
↘

184
↗

Notes:

n/a

Comparisons can only be made within, and not between, EU Member States.
↗ indicates a rise in numbers of recorded incidents.
↘ indicates a decline in numbers of recorded incidents.

Source:

FRA, 2012, compiled from reports published by the institutions referred to in Table 6.3

Table 6.4: Trends in officially recorded data on antisemitic crime in the EU, 2006–2011, published data
Recording authority – Source of data

Type of data recorded

AT

Federal Agency for State Protection and
Committed crimes
Counter‑terrorism – Verfassungsschutzbericht

BE

Federal Police – Police statistics on crime

Recorded crimes of Holocaust
denial or revisionism

CZ

Ministry of Interior, Security Policy
Department – Annual Report: Zpráva
o problematice extremism na území České
Republiky

Antisemitic offences

Ministry of
Interior – Verfassungsschutzbericht
DE
Federal Foreign Office – Bericht
der Bundesregierung über ihre
Menschenrechtspolitik

Politically motivated anti‑
semitic criminal offences
with a right‑wing extremist
background
Politically motivated antise‑
mitic crimes

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

8

15
↗

23
↗

12
↘

27
↗

16
↘

4
↗

9
↗

11
↗

2
↘

2
=

18
↗

27
↗

48
↗

28
↘

18
↘

1,636

1,541
↘

1,477
↘

1,502
↗

1,166
↘

1,162
↘

n/a

n/a

1,559

1,690
↗

1,268
↘

1,239
↘

1
14

DK

Security and Intelligence Service – Annual
Report: Kriminelle forhold med mulig
ekstremistisk baggrund

Extremist crimes targeting
Jews

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

5

FI

Police College of Finland – Annual Report:
Poliisin tietoon tullut viharikollisuus
Suomessa

Antisemitic crimes reported
to the police

n/a

n/a

1

10
↗

4
↘

6
↗

FR

Ministry of Interior – Annual Report of
the National Consultative Commission on
Human Rights: La lutte contre le racisme,
l’antisémitisme et la xénophobie

Actions and threats with an
antisemitic character

571

402
↘

459
↗

815
↗

466
↘

389
↘

NL

Police’s National Expertise Centre on
Diversity – Criminaliteitsbeeld discriminatie

Incidents of criminal
discrimination – antisemitic

n/a

n/a

141
↗

209
↗

286
↗

298
↗

LT

Prosecutor General’s Office – Periodic
report: Daugėja nusikalstamų veikų asmens
lygiateisiškumui ir sąžinės laisvei

Cases of antisemitism –
pre‑trial investigations

n/a

n/a

n/a

6

9*

n/a

SE

Swedish National Council for Crime
Prevention – Annual Report: Statistik
över polisanmälningar med identifierade
hatbrottsmotiv

Number of antisemitic hate
crime offences

134

118
↘

159**

250
↗

161
↘

194
↗

Recordable antisemitic crimes
under Home Office counting
rules – calendar year

n/a

n/a

n/a

703

488
↘

440

UK
England,
Northern Association of Chief Police Officers – Total of
Ireland, recorded hate crime from regional forces
Wales
Notes:

Source:
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Comparisons can only be made within, and not between, EU Member States.
↗ indicates a rise in numbers of recorded incidents.
↘ indicates a decline in numbers of recorded incidents.
* First four months of 2011.
** Not comparable with previous years due to changes in recording procedure.
*** Includes data from the British Transport Police.
FRA, 2012, compiled from reports published by the institutions referred to in Table 6.4
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Table 6.5: Trends in officially recorded data on Islamophobic/anti‑Muslim crime in the EU,
2006–2011, published data
Recording authority – Source of data

Type of data recorded

2006

2007

2008

2009

2

12
↗

n/a

2010

2011

8

4
↘

AT

Federal Agency for State Protection and
Counter‑terrorism – Verfassungsschutzbericht

Committed crimes

n/a

DK

Security and Intelligence Service –
Annual Report: Kriminelle forhold med mulig
ekstremistisk baggrund

Extremist crimes targeting
Muslims

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

11

FI

Police College of Finland – Annual Report:
Poliisin tietoon tullut viharikollisuus Suomessa

Islamophobic/anti‑Muslim
crimes reported to the police

n/a

14

17
↗

14
↘

15
↗

14
↘

FR

Ministry of Interior – Annual Report of the
National Consultative Commission on Human
Actions and threats with an
Rights: La lutte contre le racisme, l’antisémitisme anti‑Muslim character
et la xénophobie

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

116

155
↗

NL

Police’s National Expertise Centre on Diversity –
Criminaliteitsbeeld discriminatie

Incidents of criminal
discrimination – Islamophobic

n/a

n/a

116

96
↘

93
↘

n/a

SE

Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention –
Annual Report: Statistik över polisanmälningar
med identifierade hatbrottsmotiv

Number of Islamophobic hate
crime offences

252

206
↘

272*

194
↘

272
↗

278
↗

Notes:

Source:

Comparisons can only be made within, and not between, EU Member States.
↗ indicates a rise in numbers of recorded incidents.
↘ indicates a decline in numbers of recorded incidents.
* Not comparable with previous years due to changes in recording procedure.
FRA, 2012, compiled from reports published by the institutions referred to in Table 6.5

Table 6.6: Trends in officially recorded data on (right‑wing) extremist crime in the EU, 2006–2011, published data
Recording authority – Source of data

Type of data recorded

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

AT

Federal Agency for State
Protection and Counter‑terrorism –
Verfassungsschutzbericht

Committed crimes

204

280
↗

333
↗

n/a

335
–

282
↘

CZ

Ministry of Interior, Security Policy
Department – Annual Report: Zpráva
o problematice extremism na území
České Republiky

Crimes with extremist features

248

196
↘

217
↗

265
↗

252
↘

238
↘

DE

Ministry of Interior –
Verfassungsschutzbericht

Politically motivated criminal
offences – right‑wing

17,597

17,176
↘

19,894
↗

18,750
↘

15,905
↘

16,142
↗

DK

Security and Intelligence Service –
Annual Report: Kriminelle forhold
med mulig ekstremistisk baggrund

Incidents motivated by
perpetrators’ extremist
positions*

n/a

n/a

n/a

64

37
↘

78
↗

FR

Ministry of Interior – Annual
Report of the National Consultative
Commission on Human Rights

Violent actions and threats
formally imputed to right‑wing
extremists

26

26
=

37
↗

25
↘

25
=

17
↘

NL

Police’s National Expertise Centre
on Diversity – Criminaliteitsbeeld
discriminatie

Incidents of criminal
discrimination – fascism or
right‑wing extremism

n/a

n/a

85

113
↗

134
↗

n/a

PL

Polish Police – Crime Statistics

Number of proceedings
initiated in relation to public
promotion of fascism and
incitement to hatred

50

70
↗

63
↘

53
↘

46
↘

86
↗

SE

Swedish National Council for
Crime Prevention – Annual Report:
Statistik över polisanmälningar med
identifierade hatbrottsmotiv

Number of hate crime offences
motivated by ideology

304

408
↗

695**

555
↘

444
↘

517
↗

SK

Ministry of Interior – monthly
report on crime statistics: Štatistika
kriminality v Slovenskej republike

Number of prosecuted and
investigated persons in relation
to racially motivated crime

n/a***

n/a***

n/a

n/a

51

n/a***

Notes:

Source:

Comparisons can only be made within, and not between, EU Member States.
↗ indicates a rise in numbers of recorded incidents.
↘ indicates a decline in numbers of recorded incidents.
= indicates the same number of incidents recorded between 2006 and 2011.
* Includes crimes motivated by either right‑wing or left‑wing extremism.
** Not comparable with previous years due to changes in the recording procedure.
*** Data on extremist crimes are collated in the category of racist crime (See Table 6.3, above).
FRA, 2012, compiled from reports published by the institutions referred to in the Table 6.6
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Table 6.7: Status of official data collection on racist, anti‑Roma, antisemitic, Islamophobic/anti‑Muslim and
(right‑wing) extremist crime in EU Member States, December 2012
Limited data available

Good data available

Comprehensive data available

Bulgaria

Austria

Finland

Cyprus

Belgium

Netherlands

Estonia

Czech Republic

Sweden

Greece

Denmark

United Kingdom

Hungary

Germany

Italy

France

Latvia

Ireland

Luxembourg

Lithuania

Malta

Poland

Portugal

Slovakia

Romania

Spain

Slovenia
Croatia
Source: FRA, 2012

On the basis of the data presented in Tables 6.2–6.6,
EU Member States’ official data collection mecha‑
nisms on crimes with racist, anti‑Roma, antisemitic,
Islamophobic/anti‑Muslim and (right‑wing) extremist
motivations can be classified into three broad catego‑
ries (Table 6.7), which relate to the scope and transpar‑
ency of the data that are recorded:
•• Limited data available – data collection is limited
to a few incidents, and data are, in general,
not published.

•• Good data available – different bias motivations are
recorded and data are, in general, published.
•• Comprehensive data available – different bias
motivations are recorded, as are characteristics of
victims and perpetrators, where criminal victimi‑
sation has occurred, and the types of crimes that
were committed, such as murder, assault or threats.
Data are always published.

FRA ACTIVITY

Countering hate crime
Violence and crimes motivated by racism, xenophobia, religious intolerance or by a person’s disability, sexual
orientation or gender identity – often referred to as ‘hate crime’ – remain a daily reality throughout the EU, as data
collected by FRA and other inter‑governmental organisations, such as the OSCE’s Office for Democratic Institutions
and Human Rights (ODIHR), consistently show. Such crimes harm not only the victim, they also generally prejudice
fundamental rights, especially human dignity and with respect to non‑discrimination.
FRA and the Intergroup on Anti‑Racism and Diversity at the European Parliament co‑hosted a roundtable at the
European Parliament in Brussels on 29 November 2012, where the European Commission and ODIHR joined them for
a discussion on hate crime.
The roundtable’s objectives were to reflect on the situation of hate crime in the EU and to engage in a discussion
on possible practical initiatives to combat hate crime and on the review of the Framework Decision on racism
and xenophobia.
The panel discussion brought FRA together with key institutional actors working to combat hate crime in the EU and
beyond: the European Parliament, the European Commission, ODIHR, equality bodies and civil society organisations
combating hate crime in a variety of areas such as racism, xenophobia, LGBT or disability.
The roundtable concluded that the EU and its Member States can take action through legislation, policy and practices
to increase the visibility of hate crime and allow victims to seek redress. The roundtable also served to reinforce
cooperation between EU institutions, international organisations and civil society organisations to counter hate crime
effectively and decisively.
For more information, see: http://fra.europa.eu/en/news/2012/fra-presents-hate-crime-reports-european-parliament
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6.2.	 Developments concerning
extremism in the EU
in 2012
When considering the data presented in the previous
section, it must be remembered that crimes motivated
by racism, xenophobia and related intolerances need
not be carried out by persons belonging to extremist
groups. “Most incidents of assault or threat [against
members of minority or ethnic groups] were not com‑
mitted by members of right‑wing extremist groups.
Only 13 % of Turkish victims and 12 % of Roma victims
of assault or threat, for example, identified perpetrators
as members of these groups,” FRA research on minori‑
ties as victims of crime shows.19 Offences such as these
are often motivated by more or less diffuse feelings of
hostility or racism held by persons in no way associated
with right‑wing extremism.
Nevertheless, elements of right‑wing extremist
ideology and associated intolerant attitudes are found
across all members of the general population, as evi‑
dence from Austria,20 France,21 Germany,22 Slovakia23
and Sweden24 indicates. Racist and xenophobic atti‑
tudes in EU Member States are, though, becoming
less associated with biological traits or ‘traditional’
supremacist considerations and are instead growing
increasingly dominated by cultural considerations and
intolerance of difference, as manifested, for example,
in the expression of anti‑Roma, antisemitic, anti‑Muslim
or anti‑migrant feelings. 25 In these cases, racist and
xenophobic attitudes reflect perceptions that Roma,
Jewish people, Muslims or migrants are incapable of,
or unwilling to integrate into society and that they
represent a threat to society.26
The mainstreaming of elements of extremist ideology
in the public sphere is evidenced across EU Member
States. The Federal Agency for State Protection and
Counter‑terrorism in Austria, for instance shows that:
“Of the 341 persons against whom reports were
filed in 2011, 29 belonged to a right‑wing extremist
scene. 91.5 %, i.e. 312 of the persons against whom
reports were filed, were not attributed to the
right‑wing extremist milieu.”27

19 FRA (2012b), p. 3.
20 Austria, Ministry of Interior, Federal Agency for State
Protection and Counter‑Terrorism (2012).
21 France, CNCDH (2012).
22 Decker, O. et al. (2012); see also FRA (2012c).
23 Gallová Kriglerová, E. and Kadlečíková, J. (2012).
24 Sweden, Government Office (2012).
25 See: FRA (2012a).
26 See also: Hickman, M. J. et al. (2012); Nickels, H.C. et al.
(2012a); Nickels, H.C. et al. (2012b).
27 Austria, Ministry of Interior, Federal Agency for State
Protection and Counter‑Terrorism (2012), p. 14.

Similarly, while it is difficult to establish an exact
profile of perpetrators, the CNCDH in France says that
disenfranchised youths often make racist or xeno‑
phobic threats without any true ideological motiva‑
tion underlying these threats. The CNCDH shows that
property damage in the form of symbols or slogans
associated with extreme right‑wing ideology, for
example, is not necessarily done by people belonging
to the extremist scene.28
In Greece, the electoral success in June 2012 of the
Golden Dawn party (Χρυσή Αυγή) with an extreme
nationalist agenda, which includes anti‑immigrant and
anti‑foreigner elements was striking. Whereas this
party polled 0.3 % of the popular vote in the 2009 gen‑
eral elections and had no representation in parliament,
it polled 7 % at the June 2012 elections, gaining 18 seats
to become the fourth‑largest party in parliament.
Golden Dawn enacted programmes of social assistance
excluding non‑Greek nationals 29 and has allegedly
sanctioned attacks against migrants,30 but the party
did not lose popularity as a result. On the contrary, a poll
released in October 2012 put public support for the party
at 21 %,31 far higher than its 7 % showing at national
elections four months earlier. This could testify to the
reach of extremist nationalist ideology and the threat
this could pose to fundamental rights.
The Hellenic Ministry of Interior took action to
counteract these influences, including through pro‑
jects under the European Integration Fund aimed at
combating racism and promoting multicultural living
and understanding. One such project, the Intercultural
Mediation programme in selected hospitals in Athens
and Thessaloniki, “facilitated communication between
immigrants and hospital staff, thereby reducing cultural
misunderstandings and promoting non‑discriminatory
access to public health services”.32
The Front National in France is another party with
anti‑immigrant, anti‑foreigner or anti‑Islam leanings
that has made significant gains since the last general
election. It polled 13.6 % of the popular vote at the 2012
elections for the national assembly, it gained two seats,
when compared to 4.3 % at the last elections held in
2007, when it gained no seats. But other parties with
such leanings lost votes in 2012 elections, most notably
the Partij voor de Vrijheid in the Netherlands, whose
voting share dropped to 10.1 % in 2012 from 15.5 % in
28 France, CNCDH (2012).
29 See, for example, Rights Equality and Diversity European
Network (2012).
30 Human Rights Watch (2012).
31 Public Issue (2012).
32 For more information, see: http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/
home‑affairs/financing/fundings/projects/stories/
greece_eif_01_en.htm.
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2010, while Slovakia’s Slovenská Národná Strana lost
its nine seats in parliament.
Next to the mainstreaming of elements of extremist
ideology, the violent actions of those who actively
belong to the right‑wing extremist scene continue to
pose a threat, as Europol shows in its annual report on
terrorism in the EU.33 Such groups are steadily making
more use of online platforms to propagate and circulate
their ideas.34 As Jugendschutz.net, a non‑governmental
organisation that monitors right‑wing extremism online,
points out, “Right‑wing extremists step up their agi‑
tation in social media services. They do so [because]
media sharing websites attract more and more interest,
specifically among young persons who are their number
one target audience and their keenest users.”35

6.3.	 Developments relating
to ethnic data collection
The formulation of policies to target ethnic discrimination
effectively and decisively requires reliable and compa‑
rable data, including data disaggregated by self‑iden‑
tified ethnicity. The need for such data is confirmed by
the special Eurobarometer on discrimination in the EU
in 2012, which shows that discrimination on the ground
of ethnic origin is the most widespread type in the EU:
“while, on average, 3 % of Europeans reported feeling
discriminated against on grounds of ethnic origin, this
figure rises to 27 % for Europeans who say that they
belong to an ethnic minority group.”36 In addition, 37 %
of those who self‑identify as belonging to a minority
group report that they had witnessed or heard of dis‑
crimination against that group happening, in their view,
more than average.37
The usefulness of disaggregated data can be illustrated
with the example of the Roma, a group that three out
of four Europeans consider at risk of discrimination, the
Eurobarometer survey shows.38 The acknowledgement
among Europeans that they harbour negative attitudes
toward Roma and their perception that efforts to fight
discrimination against Roma are less efficient than other
such efforts, points to the need for new and more tar‑
geted policies addressing the integration of Roma in
European societies. Without the benefit of specific data
on the Roma or other minority groups, policy makers
33 Europol (2012), pp. 28–29. See also: Czech Republic, Ministry
of Interior (2012); Fekete, L. (2012); Organization for Aid to
Refugees (2012).
34 Bartlett et al. (2011); Bartlett et al. (2012a); Bartlett et al.
(2012b); Bartlett et al. (2012c); Bartlett et al. (2012d); Bartlett
et al. (2012e); Bartlett et al. (2012f); Sweden, Government
Office (2012).
35 Jugendschutz.net (2012), p. 1.
36 European Commission (2012a), p. 65.
37 Ibid., p. 71.
38 Ibid., p. 11.
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across the EU will continue to struggle to implement
effective policies to address the situation of groups that
are discriminated against.
The need for specific data is supported by evidence on
the matter collected by, for example, the Equality &
Health (Ethealth) group in Belgium, the Swedish Equality
Ombudsman and the Court of Auditors in France.
The Ethealth group in Belgium – an expert group on
health issues – recommended that ethnic data col‑
lection in relation to healthcare should be done in
a way that enables the “identification of migrants
and ethnic minorities in [the] systematic healthcare
register.”39 This would increase the statistical power
of the National Health Interview Survey for Migrants
and ethnic minorities.
The Swedish government asked the Equality
Ombudsman to conduct preliminary study concerning
the development of national equality data.40 The need
for such disaggregated data stemmed from critiques
of Sweden by international organisations, which high‑
lighted that not having disaggregated data to hand
could prevent shedding light on the living conditions
of different minority groups in the country.
The need also arose from the lack of disaggregated data
constituting a barrier to formulating and following up the
state’s policies on anti‑discrimination and recognised
national minorities, namely Jews, Roma, Sami, Swedish
Finns and Tornedalers. The Equality Ombudsman
highlights in its conclusions that the comparability of
methods and data is a prerequisite for monitoring the
measures taken in the fight against discrimination and
in work relating to national minorities.
Similarly, the lack of specific data on gens du voyage
in France complicates needs‑assessment exercises and
the definition of activities and measures that would
benefit this group of persons, as the Court of Auditors
argues.41 This is particularly the case in relation to access
to healthcare and to preventive medical care, educa‑
tion and employment of gens du voyage. The Court
of Auditors therefore recommended that, to increase
knowledge about their situation in France, surveys
dedicated to providing information about the main
characteristics of this population group, such as their
number, social status, profession, mobility and housing
conditions should be conducted.
The CNCDH concluded that, while it does not favour
the disaggregation of statistics by ‘ethnic group’, it did
recommend that the ‘ethnic origin’ of individuals should
39 Dauvrin, M. et al. (2012), p. 5.
40 Sweden, Equality Ombudsman (2012a).
41 France, Court of Auditors (2012).
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be defined by objective elements such as their or their
parents’ birthplace and nationality, in order to shed light
on inequalities found in France.42

FRA ACTIVITY

FRA Roma Programme – Building
consensus on how to measure
progress
The European Commission asked FRA to “work
with Member States to develop monitoring meth‑
ods which can provide a comparative analysis of
the situation of Roma across Europe”, in its 2011
Communication on an EU Framework for National
Roma Integration Strategies (COM(2011) 173 final).
In response, FRA set up an ad hoc working party
of experts from national authorities, the Euro‑
pean Commission, and international bodies to
pool knowledge on indicator development, data
collection, monitoring and statistical analysis on
Roma issues.
The working party serves to exchange experience
and develop promising practices on ways to meas‑
ure Roma integration. Ten EU Member States plus
Croatia take part in the working party, together
with the European Commission, the United Nations
Development Programme, Eurofound and FRA.
Lessons learned will be provided to all Member
States through the network of National Contact
Points on Roma. In 2012, the working party held
two meetings and agreed to collaborate on a set of
activities to improve Roma integration monitoring:
• identifying core indicators that could be used
to assess the impact of measures and policies
aimed at Roma integration across Member
States;
• mapping data sources and collection methods in
Member States; and
• sharing information regularly on challenges and
achievements in developing methods at Mem‑
ber State‑level to monitor the impact of nation‑
al Roma integration strategies.

6.4.	 Developments in
ethnic discrimination
in healthcare, housing,
education and
employment in the EU
Various legal instruments guarantee the prohibition
of ethnic discrimination in healthcare, education,
42 France, CNCDH (2012).

employment and housing, including: the Convention
on the Rights of the Child; the International Convention
on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination;
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights; the Charter of Fundamental Rights
of the European Union; the Council Directive imple‑
menting the principle of equal treatment between
persons irrespective of racial or ethnic origin; and the
European Social Charter (revised). In addition, adequate
housing is recognised as one element of the right to an
adequate standard of living in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.

6.4.1.	 Ethnic discrimination
in healthcare
Ethnic minorities continue to face barriers in equal
access to healthcare across the EU, with the European
Network Against Racism (ENAR) pointing out that
“manifestations include prejudice by staff and patients,
significantly lower health outcomes, language and cul‑
tural barriers, as well as legal challenges especially in
the case of migrants.”43
The Belgian Ministry of Public Health commissioned
the Ethealth group to formulate relevant recommenda‑
tions to the public authorities with a view to reducing
health inequalities among ethnic minorities. Ethealth
identified three groups that are most at‑risk and vulner‑
able among migrants and ethnic minorities: irregular
migrants and asylum seekers; migrants and ethnic
minorities with mental health problems; and women.
These “groups have several risk factors for having
a poorer health status than the native population and
experiencing discrimination due to the multiplication
of risks”.44 Ethealth recommended that public authori‑
ties fight discrimination by improving socio‑economic
opportunities and access to preventive healthcare for
migrants and ethnic minorities.
The Swedish Equality Ombudsman said that the health
complaints the office deals with predominantly con‑
cern patients who are refused healthcare or access to
healthcare or who experience discriminatory treatment,
such as lack of respect, bias and stereotyping, when
interacting with healthcare professionals. 45 Examples
of patients’ cases filed with the Equality Ombudsman
include perceived discrimination of patients on the
grounds of their ethnicity, religion and sexual orientation.
The Equality Ombudsman notes that in the majority
of cases it is difficult to prove whether discrimina‑
tion actually occurred, but the complaints as such are
an indication of dissatisfaction with healthcare and
43 ENAR (2012), p 19.
44 Dauvrin, M. et al. (2012), p. 8.
45 Sweden, Equality Ombudsman (2012b).
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social services, which should be taken into considera‑
tion in and of themselves. The Equality Ombudsman
emphasises that bias of treatment by healthcare profes‑
sionals might persuade some persons to refrain from
contacting healthcare providers because of their own
or other people’s experiences of discrimination.
The National Health Service Confederation in the United
Kingdom reports that the links between discrimination,
disadvantaged groups and poor mental health are well
documented. The rates of admission to inpatient mental
health units, as well as rates of detention, continue to be
higher for ‘Black African’, ‘Black Caribbean’ and ‘Black
Other’ groups than for other population groups.46 It also
points out that “whilst numerous national and local
initiatives have aimed to improve access [to health‑
care], experience and outcomes for [black and minority
ethnic] service users, concrete evidence of improve‑
ments remains lacking.”47 The National Health Service
Confederation therefore stresses the need for better
monitoring, collection and use of data on ethnicity and
culture in this context.

6.4.2.	 Ethnic discrimination in housing
Minority ethnic groups, migrants and asylum seekers
regularly confront barriers in access to the housing
sector, as evidence from international human rights
monitoring mechanisms, national equality bodies and
research in several EU Member States shows.
Examples include discriminatory housing advertisements
in Austria48 and Romania;49 ethnic discrimination in
the rental market in Belgium,50 Malta,51 Poland 52 and
Slovenia;53 discrimination by real estate agents and
housing associations in Spain;54 and residential seg‑
regation in Hungary,55 Slovakia 56 or Sweden, which
“particularly affects Roma, Muslims, Afro‑Swedes
and asylum seekers.”57
Unequal access to housing for ethnic minorities and
migrants increases their risk of social exclusion and
contributes to spatial segregation, which the European
Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI)
46 Sewell, H. and Waterhouse, S. (2012a).
47 Ibid.; see also Mental Health Network National Health
Service (NHS) Confederation (2012).
48 UN, CERD (2012a), p. 6.
49 Romania, National Council for Combating Discrimination,
Decision No. 103/28.03.2012.
50 Belgium, Centre for Equal Opportunities and Opposition to
Racism (CEOOR) (2012), pp. 84–85.
51 Gauci, J.P. (2012).
52 Mikulska, A. And Patzer, H. (2012), p. 145.
53 Council of Europe, European Committee on Social Rights
(2012a), p. 23.
54 SOS Racismo and CEAR‑Euskadi (2012), pp. 38–41.
55 Hungary, Habitat for Humanity Hungary (2012).
56 World Bank (2012a), pp. 31–32.
57 Council of Europe, ECRI (2012), p. 8.
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considers a particularly serious form of discrimination.58
Spatial segregation is often accompanied by precarious
living conditions, especially for Roma, as is the case in
Hungary59 and Slovakia,60 among others.
In its concluding observations on Austria,61 the United
Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination (CERD) expressed concerns about dis‑
criminatory advertisements, such as “reports of racist
advertisements in the media, particularly relating to
housing and employment opportunities that require
applicants to be ‘Austrians only’ and “that such adver‑
tisements foment existing racial prejudice and stereo‑
types against certain minority groups”. Similarly, the
Romanian national equality body found that an adver‑
tisement for a studio to let – specifying ‘Students and
Roma excluded’ – to be discriminatory.62
The results of the longitudinal Group‑focused Hostility
survey (Gruppenbezogene Menschenfeindlichkeit)
conducted by the Interdisciplinary Institute for Conflict
and Violence Research of the University of Bielefeld
(Interdisziplinäres Institut für Konflikt- und Gewalt
forschung) in Germany, show that around 40 % of the
respondents would have a problem with Sinti and Roma
living in their neighbourhood.63
Similarly, the results of a public opinion survey in
Lithuania, show that swathes of the majority population
would not rent their accommodation to Roma, migrants
or Muslims.64 For more information on evidence of dis‑
crimination against Roma populations in housing, see
Section 6.5.2 of this chapter.
Evidence from Malta shows that migrants experience
discrimination in the housing market,65 while evidence
from Poland66 and Spain67 demonstrates that migrants
faced unequal treatment when trying to access social
housing or the private rental market, as was established
in Spain through discrimination testing.
Similarly, the European Committee on Social Rights
found, in its conclusions on the situation regarding
the implementation of the European Social Charter
(revised), that the Slovenian situation did not conform
to Article 19 (4) of the European Social Charter (revised)
on the grounds that “equal treatment and adequate
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conditions are not secured for migrant workers with
respect to access to housing”.68
The national equality body in Belgium echoed these
findings, reporting that it had opened about 100 files
concerning discrimination in housing, about half
of which concerned discrimination on the basis of
racial and ethnic criteria.69 These results resonate
with findings from the discrimination testing experi‑
ment in rental housing and apartment market in
Antwerp and Ghent conducted by the Minorities
Forum (Minderhedenforum). Their findings show that
candidate‑tenants with a foreign‑sounding name are
significantly less frequently invited for a visit than can‑
didates with a native‑sounding name.70

Promising practice

Preventing and combating
discrimination in the housing sector
On 11 June 2012, the Italian Equality Body
(Ufficio nazionale antidiscriminazioni razziali,
UNAR) and the Italian Federation of Profes‑
sional Real Estate Agents signed a Memoran‑
dum of Understanding aimed at preventing
and combating all forms of discrimination in
the housing sector. The two‑year agreement,
which applies to both real estate agents and
customers, includes training and the develop‑
ment of an awareness‑raising campaign. The
initiative seeks to promote better knowledge
of anti‑discrimination legislation and remedies
in procedures for buying or renting accommo‑
dation. UNAR and FIAIP committed to:
• establishing and promoting joint activities to
raise awareness on anti‑discrimination issues
in the housing sector on an annual basis;
• launching initiatives to improve citizens and
estate agents’ knowledge of legal instru‑
ments and strategies for combating and
preventing discrimination;
• organising training courses for real estate
agents and members of FIAIP;
• producing a guide on how to proceed with
buying accommodation and guidelines on how
to combat discrimination in the housing sector;

of discrimination against Roma and migrants when
applying for housing either by public or private housing
providers.71 The results of the study show that both
Roma and migrant applicants were discriminated
against as applicants, the former in 15 % of the test
cases, the latter in 16 % of the test cases.

6.4.3.	 Ethnic discrimination in education
Ethnic discrimination in education and segregation in
schools on ethnic grounds remain a problem in the EU.
International and national human rights monitoring
bodies highlighted barriers in access to equal educa‑
tion in a number of EU Member States, with members
of ethnic groups and migrants continuing to face
difficulties due to discrimination on ethnic grounds
in Spain 72 or segregation in schools in Denmark,73
Germany74 and Italy.75
The UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights, in its concluding observations on Spain,
expressed its concerns “that, despite the measures
adopted by the State party, immigrants and gypsies
continue to suffer from discrimination in the enjoyment
of economic, social and cultural rights, particularly in the
areas of employment, housing, health and education.”76
This confirms findings of the Annual Study on discrimi‑
nation based on racial or ethnic origin: the perception
of the potential victims 2011 in Spain, which showed
that around one in four migrants who had attended an
educational centre or who had children studying in the
previous year experienced discriminatory treatment on
racial or ethnic grounds.77
ECRI recommended that the “Danish authorities shall
take measures to combat school segregation by
devising, in consultation with all the parties concerned
and taking into account the socio‑economic dimension
(employment and housing) policies to avoid, in the best
interests of the child, pupils from minority groups being
overrepresented in certain schools.”78
The Open Society Justice Initiative argues that several
primary and secondary schools in Berlin, Germany,
are segregating migrant children in separate classes
that provide vastly inferior education. It notes that
this segregation from native‑born German students is

For more information, see: http://cercacasa.it/
stop‑al‑razzismo‑per‑compravendite‑e‑affitti.html

Similarly, in Finland a study based on discrimination
testing revealed that there was a significant degree
68 Council of Europe, European Committee on Social Rights
(2012a), p. 23.
69 Belgium, CEOOR (2012), pp. 84–85.
70 Lahlali, M. et al. (2012).

71 Joronen, M. (2012).
72 UN, Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(2012a), p. 3.
73 Council of Europe, ECRI (2012b), p. 9.
74 Germany, Open Society Justice Initiative (2012).
75 UN, CERD (2012b), p. 7.
76 UN, Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(2012a), p. 3.
77 Spain, Council for the Promotion of Equal Treatment and
Non‑Discrimination on the Grounds of Racial or Ethnic Origin
(2012b).
78 Council of Europe, ECRI (2012b), p. 9.
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supposedly carried out because the students’ German
language skills are inadequate for regular classes, but it
contends that this is “a proxy for discrimination on the
basis of ethnicity or other suspect criteria.”79
Finally, CERD recommended that Italy “ensure[s] that
the administrative measure limiting to 30 % the number
of children with non‑Italian nationality in each class
does not negatively affect the enrolment in education
of children from the most vulnerable groups.”80

6.4.4.	Ethnic discrimination
in employment
Barriers in access to employment for minority and ethnic
groups due to discriminatory treatment and prejudices
of employers remain in the EU, as shown by evidence
published in Denmark81 and France.82 In addition, the
role of social partners, such as employers and trade
unions, on raising awareness of anti‑discrimination leg‑
islation and policies on ethnic grounds at work remains
weak and in need of reinforcement, as is the case in
Latvia83 or Sweden.84
According to the Danish Institute of Human Rights (DIHR)
ethnic minorities have a weaker link to the Danish
labour market than ethnic Danes. DIHR therefore rec‑
ommends that the government consider revising its
anti‑discrimination legislation to urge employers to
promote equal treatment regardless of racial or ethnic
origin. It also recommends that the government map
any institutional barriers that could prevent ethnic
minorities from accessing the labour market and to
ensure that they are employed in positions that match
their educational qualifications and gain promotion on
an equal basis with ethnic Danes.85
ECRI stressed the need for more awareness‑raising
programmes among Danish authorities to alert
employers about issues of ethnic discrimination and
about the substance of relevant legal requirements.86 It
made similar recommendations for Latvia, saying that
the authorities there should “carry out training aimed
at raising employers’ and trade unions’ awareness of
racial discrimination at work”,87 and for Sweden, where
the “authorities [should] step up their efforts to combat
employers’ prejudices and the resulting discrimination,
particularly in access to employment”.88
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In its report on Sweden, ECRI further recommended
that “the Swedish authorities amend Chapter 6, sec‑
tion 2, paragraph 3 of the Discrimination Act to put on
an equal footing all persons qualified to provide legal
assistance to victims of discrimination and represent
them, in particular by removing the requirement for
victims of workplace discrimination belonging to an
employees’ organisation to consult this organisation
first, to the exclusion of other possible defenders”.89
The French Defender of Rights notes that discrimination
on the ground of ethnic origin in employment occurs
most often during the recruitment of staff with indefi‑
nite contracts or within the framework of career devel‑
opment, remuneration and promotion exercises.90
It also co‑published the results of the fifth survey on
discrimination in employment with the International
Labour Organization. The survey results showed that
16 % of employees in the private sector and 9 % of
civil servants reported experiences of ethnic discrimi‑
nation, while 35 % of private sector employees and
26 % of civil servants reported having witnessed ethnic
discrimination at work.91
The Expert Council of German Foundations on
Integration and Migration (Sachverständigenrat
deutscher Stiftungen für Integration und Migration)
conducted a survey published by the German Federal
Anti‑discrimination Agency (Antidiskriminierungsstelle
des Bundes) in July 2012. The survey findings show
that about one in two migrants interviewed said they
had experienced discrimination in everyday life. Most
migrants said they had experienced unequal treat‑
ment on the labour market (10 %), when searching for
housing (9.4 %) and in the area of education (6.5 %).92
The Spanish Equality Body issued its Annual Study
on discrimination based on racial or ethnic origin: the
perception of the potential victims 2011, whose find‑
ings reveal that ethnic minorities perceive that they
experience the highest rate of discrimination in the
area of employment, with 46.7 % of those surveyed
saying they had experienced discrimination on ethnic
or racial grounds.93
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Ibid., p. 21.
France, Defender of Rights (2012).
France, CSA Institute (2012).
Germany, Expert Council of German Foundations on
Integration and Migration (2012), p. 12.
93 Spain, Council for the Promotion of Equal Treatment and
Non‑Discrimination on the Grounds of Racial or Ethnic
Origin (2012b), p. 45.
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this method.96 The results show that Russian‑named
job seekers needed to send twice as many applications
as Finnish‑named applicants before being invited for
a job interview.

Promising practice

Racial discrimination: achieving
change through cooperation
The European Commission funded a project to
increase awareness of racial discrimination and
promote a more active role for cities in reducing
it. The project, Discrimination in Cities: Achiev‑
ing Change through Cooperation, was imple‑
mented in eight cities in Italy and Germany to
promote awareness, information sharing and
dialogue amongst local stakeholders and au‑
thorities within and between cities.
The project, co‑funded by the European
Commission’s Fundamental Rights and Citizen‑
ship Programme, specifically worked to: stimu‑
late awareness and increase sensibility towards
discrimination amongst local authorities and
social partners; establish a national dialogue
involving local authorities, social partners and
potential subjects of discrimination in each part‑
ner country; establish a cross‑national dialogue
and working relationship between local author‑
ities and social partners in partner countries;
and improve medium‑sized cities’ capacity to
develop and implement anti‑discrimination and
pro‑inclusion policies.
The project ran
October 2012.

from

January

2010

to

For more information, see: www.di‑ci.eu/index.php/en/
project/dici‑project

The Belgian Federation of Human Resource Service
Providers (Federgon) reports that 29 % of tempo‑
rary employment offices still accept employment
requests from customers that are discriminatory
towards migrants.94 The national equality body in
Belgium reports similar figures, with 29 % of tem‑
porary employment offices monitored found to
discriminate against migrants.95
As highlighted in previous FRA Annual reports,
discrimination testing is a useful means of countering
ethnic discrimination in the field of employment.
Discrimination tests were conducted in Finland, Germany,
the Netherlands and in Croatia, with similar results.
The Ministry of Employment and Entrepreneurship in
Finland thus presented findings of the first Finnish exper‑
iment on discrimination in recruitment on the grounds
of ethnicity and sex when applying for semi‑skilled
office, restaurant, driver or construction jobs using

94 Belgium, Department of Work and Social Economics (2012);
see also: De Standaard (2012).
95 Belgium, CEOOR (2012).

Similarly, the findings of a study in Zagreb, Croatia,
showed discrimination on the labour market against
job applicants of Serbian origin. Candidates with
Serbian‑sounding names and surnames had fewer
chances for a positive outcome in the first round of
selection than equivalent Croatian candidates.97
Likewise, the Netherlands Institute for Social Research
(Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau, SCP) conducted a situ‑
ation test and found that native Dutch applicants had
a 46 % chance of receiving a job offer, while those with
an immigrant background had just a 28 % chance.98
Another method of discrimination testing in the field of
employment uses curriculum vitae (CVs) with the appli‑
cants’ names withheld to veil their presumed ethnic or
national origins. The German Federal Anti‑discrimination
Agency presented the results of an evaluation study on
a nationwide pilot project of testing anonymous job
applications. The pilot project filed 8,550 anonymous job
applications. Different companies, state agencies and
municipalities implemented this method for a 12-month
period. Using anonymous CVs had an anti‑discriminatory
impact on the first selection of applicants, with women
and migrants in particular more likely to be invited to
interviews if they applied anonymously.99

6.5.	 The situation of Roma
populations in the EU
The situation of Roma in EU Member States continues to
be a cause of concern as Roma are often the victims of
discrimination and social exclusion, live in deep poverty
and lack access to healthcare and decent housing. This
is confirmed by the findings of two combined house‑
hold surveys conducted by FRA and the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) – in association with
the World Bank and with funding from the European
Commission – on the situation of Roma populations in
2011, hereafter referred to as FRA/UNDP surveys. In
total, 22,203 persons who self‑identify as Roma and
non‑Roma persons living in close proximity to Roma
populations were interviewed in Bulgaria, the Czech
Republic, France, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia and Spain, covering
84,287 household members.100
96
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99
100
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The FRA/UNDP surveys show that one in three Roma
are unemployed, 20 % are not covered by health
insurance, 90 % are at risk of poverty and about half
had experienced discrimination in the past 12 months
because of their Roma background.101
The special 2012 Eurobarometer on discrimination in
the EU confirmed these findings, with three out of
four Europeans viewing Roma as a group at risk of dis‑
crimination. All different groups of Europeans as well
as an absolute majority in most EU Member States
share this view.102
The use of the term ‘Roma’ in this annual report follows
the approach of the Council of Europe, which uses the
term to refer to “Roma, Sinti, Kale and related groups
in Europe, including Travellers and the Eastern groups
(Dom and Lom), and covers the wide diversity of the
groups concerned, including persons who identify
themselves as Gypsies”.103
In May 2012, the European Commission, with its
Communication on Roma Integration Strategies: a first
step in the implementation of the EU Framework, called
on EU Member States to implement their national strat‑
egies to improve the economic and social integration of
Roma.104 The Member States developed these strate‑
gies in response to the Commission’s EU Framework
for national Roma integration strategies adopted on
5 April 2011, which the Council of the European Union
endorsed soon afterwards.
By March 2012, all EU Member States had presented
a National Roma Integration Strategy or a corresponding
set of policy measures within their broader social inclu‑
sion policies. The European Commission’s assessment
focused on evaluating the Member States’ approaches
to the four key areas of healthcare, housing, educa‑
tion and employment, and on how structural require‑
ments (cooperation with civil society, with regional and
local authorities, monitoring, anti‑discrimination and
establishment of a national contact point) as well as
funding were addressed.
The European Commission assessment concluded that
despite EU Member States’ efforts to develop a com‑
prehensive approach to Roma integration, much more
needs to be done when it comes to securing sufficient
funding for Roma inclusion, putting monitoring mecha‑
nisms in place and fighting discrimination and segrega‑
tion. The European Commission stressed in particular
that the “socio‑economic inclusion of Roma remains
101 FRA/UNDP (2012).
102 European Commission (2012a), p. 8.
103 See Council of Europe, Descriptive glossary of terms relating
to Roma issues, version dated 12 May 2012, available at:
http://hub.coe.int/web/coe‑portal/roma/.
104 European Commission (2012b).
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first and foremost the responsibility of the Member
States and they will need stronger efforts to live up
to their responsibilities, by adopting more concrete
measures, explicit targets for measurable deliverables,
clearly earmarked funding at national level and a sound
national monitoring and evaluation system”.105
The European Commission’s assessment chimes with
the findings of the special Eurobarometer on dis‑
crimination, which show that national efforts for the
integration of the Roma population are seen as less
effective than efforts to fight discrimination in gen‑
eral; 45 % of Europeans think that efforts to integrate
Roma are ineffective, against 31 % for efforts to fight
discrimination in general.106
In addition, this survey reveals that the majority of
Europeans (53 %) believe that their society could
benefit from better Roma integration. This view is
stronger for 71 % of Europeans with Roma friends or
acquaintances than for 49 % of Europeans without
Roma friends or acquaintances.107

6.5.1.	 Discrimination against Roma
populations in healthcare
The European Commission noted that “some Member
States included measures to reduce health inequalities
between the Roma and non‑Roma population involving
a range of preventive actions which go beyond those
highlighted in the EU Framework. However, only a few
Member States defined a comprehensive approach to
improve the health of Roma,” in its assessment on the
national Roma integration strategies.108
The findings of the FRA/UNDP surveys show that one
out of three Roma respondents aged 35 to 54 report
health problems limiting their daily activities and
on average, about 20 % of Roma respondents are
not covered by medical insurance or do not know if
they are covered.109
Other evidence confirms that members of Roma
populations experience discrimination in healthcare,
as survey research conducted in Romania110 and Spain111
reveals. The results concerning Romania show that
among 607 adults aged 18 and over who self‑identified
as Roma, 32 % reported having experienced discrimina‑
tion when accessing medical care in case of sickness,
need of treatment or surgery in the 12 months preceding
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the survey, and 27 % reported having experienced
discrimination when accessing emergency healthcare.
The results from Spain show that among 1,497 Roma
Spanish nationals and 361 Eastern European Roma from
Romania and Bulgaria, aged 16 and over, 53.9 % of the
Spanish Roma and 33.9 % of the Eastern European
Roma respondents perceived that they had been dis‑
criminated against in health centres and hospitals in the
12 months preceding the survey.
The European Committee of Social Rights (ECSR) found
in the Médecins du Monde - International v. France case
that the national authorities had failed to: provide access
to health‑care for migrant Roma, in spite of their resi‑
dence status, provide information, awareness‑raising,
counselling and screening on health issues, take
measures for the prevention of diseases and accidents,
provide medical assistance for migrant Roma lawfully
resident or working regularly in France, and provide
emergency medical assistance to migrant Roma not
residing lawfully or not working regularly in France.112
The ECSR unanimously found that this amounted to
violations of Article 11 (right to protection of health)
and Article 13 (right to social and medical assistance)
in conjunction with Article E, non‑discrimination clause,
of the Revised European Social Charter.
The forced sterilisation of Roma women is a particularly
grave issue. The European Court of Human Rights
(ECtHR) ruled in two such cases concerning Slovakia
in 2012, finding that the involuntary sterilisation of
Roma women is a major human rights violation.113 In
both cases, the forced sterilisation occurred between
1999 and 2002. Although the ECtHR found that Article 14
on non‑discrimination raised no separate issues in
either of these cases and that it did not therefore
examine the state’s compliance with its duty to inves‑
tigate whether the applicants’ sterilisation were racially
motivated, the ECtHR did find that sterilisation without
full and informed prior consent violated the applicants’
right to be free from inhuman and degrading treatment
(Article 3) and their right to respect for private and
family life (Article 8).
Not long before the ECtHR ruled in these cases, the
Slovak Government Council for Human Rights, National
Minorities and Gender Equality adopted Resolution
No. 37 on reported cases involving unlawful steri‑
lisations of women. This resolution recommended
that the government, among other steps, charge the
Ministry of Healthcare with drafting a regulation on
112 Council of Europe, European Committee of Social Rights
(2012b).
113 ECtHR, N.B. v. Slovakia, No. 29518/10, 12 June 2012; ECtHR,
I.G. and Others. v. Slovakia, No.15966 /04, 13 November 2012.
See also: ECtHR, V.C. v. Slovakia, No. 18968/07,
8 November 2011.

creating conditions that guarantee informed consent
to sterilisation on the part of the women concerned,
in line with guidelines adopted by the International
Federation of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in 2011 on
the performance of contraceptive sterilisation.114

6.5.2.	 Discrimination against Roma
populations in housing
Roma populations in the EU face inadequate standards
of living, as the FRA/UNDP surveys show. About 45 %
of the Roma surveyed live in households that lack
at least one of the following basic housing ameni‑
ties: indoor kitchen, indoor toilet, indoor shower or
bath and electricity.115
Similarly, reports of human rights monitoring bodies
and other organisations concerning Hungary,116
Italy,117 Lithuania,118 Portugal119 and Slovakia120 show
that Roma remain at risk of discrimination in housing
and spatial segregation.
The Roma in Lithuania “continue to suffer from
discrimination, poverty, low educational attainment,
large‑scale unemployment, and inadequate standards
of living, in particular as regards housing,” according to
the UN Human Rights Committee.121
Similar concerns have been raised for Portugal, where
public housing policies have failed to address the spatial
segregation affecting many Roma, because of a lack
of targeted measures to promote their access to main‑
stream social housing and because local authorities
have taken steps that are not in line with international
and European standards relating to the right to adequate
housing, as the Commissioner for Human Rights of the
Council of Europe notes.122
Likewise, CERD encourages Italy “to intensify efforts to
avoid residential segregation of Roma and Sinti com‑
munities, both citizens and non‑citizens, and to develop
social housing programmes for them”.123
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“If consumers are normally provided with free electricity
meters which are installed in or on buildings, such that they
are accessible for visual checks, whilst in districts inhabited
primarily by people belonging to the Roma community
such electricity meters are attached to electricity poles at
an inaccessible height of 7 m, there is a prima facie case
of indirect discrimination based on ethnic origin within the
meaning of Article 2 (2) (b) in conjunction with Article 8 (1)
of Directive 2000/43.”
Opinion of Advocate General Juliane Kokott in C-394/11, Valeri Hariev
Belov v. ChEZ Elektro Balgaria AD and ChEZ Raspredelenie Balgaria AD

The French Constitutional Council held that several
provisions of Law No. 69-3 of 3 January 1969 on the
exercise of ambulatory activities and the arrangements
applicable to persons travelling in France without
a fixed abode or residence 124 did not comply with
constitutional principles. Although the Constitutional
Council found that the requirement for circulation per‑
mits (titres de circulation) for gens do voyage was not
discriminatory, it did rule that several other provisions
of the law breached the constitution, including require‑
ments for: proof of regular income to guarantee normal
living conditions, three‑monthly validation of circulation
documents; and three years of uninterrupted associa‑
tion with the same municipality to enable registration
on the electoral list. The Constitutional Council also
found a prison sentence foreseen for gens do voyage
circulating without a circulation booklet to be in breach
of the constitution.
The European Committee of Social Rights (ECSR) found
in International Federation of Human Rights (FIDH) v.
Belgium that the national authorities had failed to: rec‑
tify the lack of sites for Travellers; address problems
stemming from non‑recognition of caravans as homes;
respect required conditions when carrying out evic‑
tions; and, undertake a global and coordinated policy
to combat poverty and social exclusion of Travellers.125
The ECSR unanimously found that this amounted to
violations of Article 16 (right of the family to social,
legal and economic protection) and Article 30 (right
to protection against poverty and social exclusion) in
conjunction with Article E, non‑discrimination clause,
of the Revised European Social Charter.
Roma populations continue to face forced evictions,
the dismantling of settlements and repatriation, as was
the case in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, France, Italy,
Romania and Slovakia. In a landmark ruling, the ECtHR
held in Yordanova and Others v. Bulgaria 126 that any
future forced evictions of Roma would violate Article 8,
the right to private and family life. The case concerned
124 France, Constitutional Council (2012).
125 Council of Europe, European Committee of Social Rights
(2012b).
126 ECtHR, Yordanova and Others v. Bulgaria, No. 25446/06,
24 April 2012.
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the authorities’ plan to evict Roma from a settlement
situated on municipal land in Sofia. The applicants were
23 Bulgarian nationals of Roma origin who arrived and
settled on this land in the 1960s and 1970s. The ECtHR
found that, as they had lived there in makeshift houses
for many years with their families, these houses had
become their homes, irrespective of whether they
occupied them lawfully or not. Expelling the applicants
from their settlement and community would therefore
negatively affect their private and family lives.
The ECtHR emphasised that, in the context of Article 8
(right to private and family life), the national authorities
must consider the Roma’s status as a socially disad‑
vantaged group and their particular needs in the pro‑
portionality assessment they are obliged to undertake,
but which had not been conducted. The ECtHR held,
unanimously, that in the event of any future enforce‑
ment of the removal order against the applicants, there
would be a violation of Article 8 of the ECHR. In the
context of the execution of the judgment in the case of
Yordanova, the Bulgarian authorities informed that the
removal order was still suspended and that the com‑
petent domestic authorities were looking for suitable
alternative accommodation for the persons concerned.
Forced evictions of Roma were reported in the
Bulgarian municipalities of Maglizh 127 and Vratsa.128
Forced evictions were also reported in the Czech
Republic, where about 200 Roma inhabitants were
moved from their homes in the locality of Přednádraží
in Ostrava‑Přívoz, in August 2012. Some of them were
evicted even though they were paying rent regularly.
The local authorities claimed that their households
did not comply with hygienic standards. The Human
Rights Commissioner in the Czech Republic criticised the
municipal authorities for failing to fix the poor sewage
system and thereby address the hygienic and sanitary
conditions at the locality of Přednádraží by fixing the
poor sewage system. The commissioner called on them
to make alternative affordable housing solutions avail‑
able for the evicted families.129 Similarly, the European
Roma Rights Centre (ERRC) reported forced evictions in
Slovakia where Roma families were evicted under the
pretext of environmental law.130
The European Association for the Defense of Human
Rights (AEDH) reports that 11,803 EU citizens who are
Roma were forcefully evicted in France in 2012, up
from 9,396 in 2011,131 and a number of settlements
were dismantled.132 Forced evictions and the dis‑
mantling of settlements prompted a group of United
127
128
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132
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Nations human rights experts to call on the French
Government to ensure that its policies and practices
conform in all respects to European and international
human rights non‑discrimination law.133
The Secretary General of the Council of Europe also
stressed that “simply moving Roma families around
within or between states merely worsens their condi‑
tions and only comprehensive policies that ensure fair
treatment and proper access to human rights will turn
the situation around.”134
The French government adopted a circular setting
out the framework for state action when clearing
(évacuation) illicit camps on 26 August 2012.135 In
September 2012, France and Romania signed a two‑year
agreement aiming at the reinsertion of 80 families of
Romanian Roma in Romania.136
The European Roma Rights Centre reported that Italian
authorities also carried out forced evictions of Roma.137
The Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of
Europe emphasised that “segregated camps and forced
evictions are diametrically opposed to the text and
spirit of the National Roma Inclusion Strategy” that was
adopted in February 2012 and said that “the camp‑based
approach and the evictions associated with it were hall‑
marks of the ‘Nomad emergency’ policy, and should be
overcome together with the corresponding Decree”.138
Amnesty International, in its report Unsafe foundations.
Secure the right to housing in Romania argues that
Romania does not effectively respect, protect or fulfil
the right to adequate housing for all its citizens, either in
law or in practice. Marginalised communities, such as the
Roma, frequently suffer systematic abuses of their right
to housing, Amnesty International emphasised.139 The
forced eviction and relocation of about 300 Roma fami‑
lies to a disused chemical factory in Baia Mare serves
as a telling example.140 Twenty‑two children and two
adults had to be taken to hospital due to contact with
toxic substances left in the buildings. “The relocation
[of Roma] into the former chemical factory buildings is
clearly not an adequate, alternative housing solution.”141

133 UN, Office High Commissioner for Human Rights (2012).
134 Council of Europe (2012).
135 France, Inter‑ministerial circular on anticipation and
accompanying of illegal camps evacuation, 26 August 2012.
136 France, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (2012).
137 ERRC (2012c).
138 Council of Europe, Commissioner for Human Rights (2012b),
p. 20.
139 Amnesty International (2012b), p. 2.
140 AEDH (2012).
141 Council of Europe, Commissioner for Human Rights (2012c).

6.5.3.	 Discrimination against Roma
populations in education
Despite the adoption of policies aimed at promoting
Roma inclusion in education, Roma children are espe‑
cially prone to experience segregation in education in
several EU Member States. The segregation of Roma
children in education can take several forms, with evi‑
dence showing that they can be over‑represented in
special remedial schools for children with intellectual
and other disabilities as is the case, for example, in
the Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania or Slovakia.
Alternatively, they may be put in special classes or
schools as is the case, for example, in Austria, Finland,
Greece, Latvia, Portugal or Spain.
The Roma Education Fund reported on Pitfalls and bias:
entry testing and the overrepresentation of Romani
children in special education in the Czech Republic,
Hungary and Slovakia.142 It found that Roma pupils are
disproportionately present in special education in these
EU Member States, accounting for a majority of pupils in
practical schools in the Czech Republic; between 20 %
and 90 % of children in special education in Hungary;
and, approximately 60 % of children in special primary
and secondary education in Slovakia.
Similarly, in a report on the ethnic composition of pupils
of former special schools, the Public Defender of Rights
in the Czech Republic found that “the ratio of Romany
pupils to pupils of non‑Romany origin in the schools
monitored is wholly incommensurate in relation to the
proportion of Romany people in Czech society. The pro‑
portion of Romany pupils at the ratio of 32 %, or 35 % in
the schools monitored is proof of the persistent indirect
discrimination against them in terms of access to educa‑
tion, despite the fact that the whole of the core sample
was not surveyed, that is, all former special schools.”143
In its decision of 6 December 2012, on the case of D.H.
and others v. the Czech Republic, the Council of Europe
Committee of Ministers’ Deputies noted “that according
to the statistics presented in the consolidated action
plan the overall percentage of Roma pupils educated
in programmes for pupils with a ‘slight mental dis‑
ability’ remains disproportionately high even if a slight
decrease in this percentage is recorded.” The committee
nevertheless acknowledged that a consolidated action
plan was submitted and measures were proposed by
the Czech authorities to “remove the possibility for
pupils without a disability to be educated in a class for
pupils with disabilities”.144

142 Roma Education Fund (2012); see also: Czech Republic,
Ombudsman (2012).
143 Council of Europe, Secretariat of the Committee of
Ministers (2012).
144 Council of Europe, Committee of Ministers (2012).
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As the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of
Europe argues, “‘practical schools’ in the Czech Republic
perpetuate segregation of Roma children, inequality
and racism. They should be phased out and replaced by
mainstream schools that need to be properly prepared
to host and provide support to all pupils, irrespective
of their ethnic origin”.145
The Council of Europe Ad Hoc Committee of Experts
on Roma Issues (CAHROM) endorsed two thematic
reports on Roma education‑related issues in May
and November 2012 respectively. The first report on
“inclusive education for Roma children as opposed
to special schools” followed a thematic visit to the
Czech Republic and Slovakia as requesting countries
and Hungary, Slovenia and United Kingdom as partner
countries concludes that: the system of ‘elementary
practical schools’ should be radically downsized and
children with special educational needs should in
principle be enrolled in mainstream education, higher
normative rules for socially excluded children should be
defined by law; and external and internal monitoring
regarding school enrolment of Roma children should be
improved. The other report focused on school drop‑out/
absenteeism of Roma children, following a thematic
visit to the Netherlands as a requesting country and
Hungary, Spain and Sweden as partner countries.146
The Hungarian Commissioner for Fundamental Rights
presented a report on the findings147 of his investigation
in a public school in Jászapáti, where pupils of Roma
origin are taught in segregated classes because of sup‑
posed behavioural disorders. The Commissioner con‑
sidered the practice direct discrimination and unlawful
segregation, and asked the government to take meas‑
ures to eliminate this kind of ethnic discrimination.148
Research conducted in 23 schools located in four Spanish
cities (Badajoz, Barcelona, Córdoba and Madrid) shows
that although the Roma population in the 11 neighbour‑
hoods covered by the research did not exceed 50 % of
the inhabitants, Roma pupils in eight of the 23 schools
that were part of the research made up over 80 % of
the total number of pupils.149
Reports from international and national human rights
monitoring bodies also show that Roma children
continue to be enrolled in special needs schools and
segregated classes. In its concluding observations on
Austria, CERD raised concerns about the “high dropout
rates in schools among Roma students and children
with a migration background”, as well as about the
145 Council of Europe, Commissioner for Human Rights (2012d).
146 For more information on the work of CAHROM, see: http://
hub.coe.int/web/coe‑portal/cahrom1.
147 Hungary, Commissioner for Fundamental Rights (2012).
148 Ibid.
149 Santiago, C. and Maya, O. (2012).
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“over‑representation of Roma and non‑citizen children
in special needs schools.”150 CERD nevertheless acknowl‑
edged Austria’s efforts to improve accessibility and the
quality of education.
Similarly, CERD’s concluding observations on Finland
state “that around 50 % of Roma children are enrolled
in special education classes”.151 This is also the case for
Latvia, where ECRI stresses that schools with sepa‑
rate classes for Roma remain and a large proportion
of Roma children find themselves in special needs
schools.152 Concerning Portugal, the Council of Europe
Commissioner for Human Rights stressed that Roma
pupils continued to be taught in separate classes.153
The Advisory Committee on the Framework Convention
for the protection of minorities, in its opinion on
Romania, stated that “cases of Roma children being
placed in schools for children with disabilities, in sepa‑
rate schools or in separate classrooms continue to
be reported” and that a “number of decisions of the
National Council for Combating Discrimination have
found this conduct to be of a discriminatory nature.”154
In its Chamber judgment in the case Horváth and Kiss v.
Hungary, in January 2013, which was not final when this
publication went to print, the ECtHR found that placing
Roma children in schools for persons with intellectual
disabilities was discriminatory.155 The complaint con‑
cerned two young men of Roma origin who had been
wrongly placed in schools for persons with mental
disabilities and claimed that their being placed is such
schools amounted to discrimination.
The ECtHR underlined the long history of wrongful
placement of Roma children in special schools in
Hungary. It found that the applicants’ schooling
arrangement indicated that the authorities had failed
to take into account their particular needs as members
of a disadvantaged group. As a result, the applicants
had been isolated and had received an education that
made their integration into society at large difficult. The
ECtHR held unanimously that the wrongful placement
violated Article 2 of Protocol No. 1 (right to education)
read in conjunction with Article 14 (prohibition of dis‑
crimination) of the ECHR.
In its Chamber judgment in the case of Sampani and
Others v. Greece, in December 2012, which was not
final by the beginning of May 2013, the ECtHR found
150
151
152
153
154
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29 January 2013.
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that authorities’ failure to integrate Roma children
into the ordinary education system amounted to
discrimination against them.156
The case concerned the provision of education for Roma
children at the 12 th primary school in Aspropyrgos,
Greece. The complaint was brought by 140 Greek
nationals of Roma origin belonging to 38 families who,
at the time of the events, lived at the Psari residential
site near Aspropyrgos. Some of them were also appli‑
cants in an earlier case that gave rise to the ECtHR’s
Sampanis and Others v. Greece judgment.157
The applicants complained that they or their children
had been enrolled at the 12th primary school, which was
attended exclusively by children from their own com‑
munity and provided a lower standard of education than
other schools. The applicants also complained that the
authorities had refused to abide by the Sampanis and
Others v. Greece judgment delivered in 2008.
The ECtHR, noting the lack of significant change since
the Sampanis and Others v. Greece judgment, found
that Greece had not taken into account the particular
needs of the Roma children of Psari as members
of a disadvantaged group and that the operation
between 2008 and 2010 of the 12 th primary school
in Aspropyrgos, which was attended solely by Roma
pupils, had amounted to discrimination against the
applicants. The ECtHR held unanimously that there had
been a violation of Article 14 (prohibition of discrimina‑
tion) of the ECHR in conjunction with Article 2 of Protocol
No. 1 (right to education).
Under Article 46 (binding force and execution of
judgments), the ECtHR recommended enrolling those
applicants who were still of school age at another
state school and those who had reached their majority
at ‘second chance schools’ or adult education insti‑
tutes that the Ministry of Education set up under the
Lifelong Learning Programme.
Court proceedings in EU Member States illustrate the
types of discrimination and segregation Roma pupils
experience in education. In October 2012 the Prešov
Regional Court,158 Slovakia, confirmed a January 2012
district court verdict159 of discrimination against Roma
in the education system.160

156 ECtHR, Sampani and Others v. Greece, No. 59608/09,
11 December 2012.
157 ECtHR, Sampanis and Others v. Greece, No. 32526/05
5 June 2008.
158 Slovakia, Prešov Regional Court No. 20, Co 125/2012,
30 October 2012.
159 Slovakia, Rozhodnutie Okresného súdu v. Prešove,
č. konania 25C 133/2010, 5 December 2011.
160 Ibid.

The court ruled that an elementary school in Šarišské
Michaľany discriminated against Roma pupils by cre‑
ating segregated classrooms on different floors for
them. School representatives explained that they did
not segregate children because of their ethnicity, but
because they came from a socially disadvantaged envi‑
ronment. The majority of pupils classified in this way
came from a nearby Roma settlement in Ostrovany.
The Office of the Government Plenipotentiary for Roma
Communities described this practice as inappropriate,
explaining that natural segregation, which occurs in
places where only Roma children are born, differs from
artificial segregation, where teachers separate children
mainly because of their social and ethnic status.161 To
combat segregation in schooling, the Slovak Ministry
of Education issued guidelines, recommending schools
eliminate segregationist practices for children from
socially disadvantaged environments.162
The Supreme Court in Hungary concluded in May 2012
that keeping an arrangement where children are segre‑
gated in a school setting, thereby affecting pupils with
multiple disadvantages – such as a pupil with a Roma
minority background and low socio‑economic status –
violates the principle of equal treatment.163 The Supreme
Court, however, repealed part of the revised sentence,
which had obliged the defendant to take measures to
eliminate the consequences of the unlawful practice.
In the United Kingdom, the Progress Report of the
ministerial working group on tackling inequalities expe‑
rienced by Gypsies and Travellers noted that: “there
is considerable anecdotal evidence that bullying and
prejudice against Gypsy, Roma and Traveller pupils are
contributing to their poor attendance and behaviour –
leading to disproportionately high levels of exclusion”.164

6.5.4.	 Discrimination against Roma
populations in employment
Roma populations in the EU continue to face
discrimination in access to employment, evidence from
the FRA/UNDP surveys shows. The survey findings
reveal that more than half of the Roma respondents
looking for work reported that they experienced dis‑
crimination because of their Roma background in the
12 months preceding the survey. The survey findings
also show that only 40 % of the Roma surveyed are
aware of laws forbidding discrimination against ethnic
minority people when applying for a job.165

161
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In September 2012, the World Bank launched its
report on Reducing vulnerability and promoting the
self‑employment of Roma in Eastern Europe through
financial inclusion.166 The report shows that a sub‑
stantial share of Roma adults reported that they had
experienced discrimination because of their ethnicity
over the last five years in all five countries covered
by the survey: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Romania and Slovakia.
Discrimination occurred in various areas, ranging from
education to healthcare, housing and the labour market,
the report shows. With regards to the labour market,
Roma respondents in Slovakia reported the highest
levels of ethnic discrimination among job seekers
(78 %), closely followed by the Czech Republic (73 %)
and Bulgaria (55 %). In comparison, Roma respondents
in Hungary (45 %) and Romania (30 %) reported the
lowest levels of discrimination.167
Similarly, a study on the situation of Roma in Germany
argues that Sinti and Roma are systematically insulted
as well as disadvantaged in the labour market. The
study remarks that their often poorer situation in
employment, healthcare and education stems from
discrimination processes, exclusion and persecution.168
The Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of
Europe highlights that Roma in a number of Member
States are denied employment on discriminatory
grounds, due to their ethnicity.169
In its concluding observations on Finland, CERD
expressed its concerns that the Roma continue to face
discrimination in the enjoyment of social and economic
and cultural rights, in particular in access to employ‑
ment.170 Similarly, the UN Committee on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights expressed its concerns
that the Roma continue to suffer discrimination in
employment in Slovakia.171
The Council of Europe Committee of Ministers
stressed that despite efforts from Italian authori‑
ties, Roma and Sinti still face poverty, extreme hard‑
ship and discrimination on a daily basis in all social
areas including employment.172
Similarly, the Advisory Committee on the Framework
Convention for the Protection on National Minorities
notes that although Spanish authorities at national and
166
167
168
169
170
171
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regional level have continued to implement comprehen‑
sive plans to promote equal opportunities for Roma, the
data available indicate that a significant proportion of
the Roma population continues to face important dis‑
advantages in all social areas including employment.173
ECRI’s report on Sweden echoes this finding, stressing
that, “according to civil society, Roma continue
to be particularly vulnerable to discrimination in
access to employment.”174

Outlook
The review of Council Framework Decision 2008/913/JHA
on combating certain forms and expressions of racism
and xenophobia by means of criminal law foreseen
under its Article 10 by the end of November 2013 will
provide an opportunity to assess the performance of
EU Member States in combating racism and xenophobia.
The European Commission’s report on the application
of Council Directive 2000/43/EC implementing the
principle of equal treatment between persons irre‑
spective of racial or ethnic origin (Racial Equality
Directive) is expected for autumn 2013 and will provide
an opportunity to assess the policies and legal meas‑
ures EU Member States have taken to combat ethnic
and racial discrimination.
The deterioration of the situation in Greece and the
scape‑goating of migrant and minority populations
that accompanied it must serve as a warning signal to
EU institutions and other EU Member States to actively
counter the mainstreaming of extremist ideology in
a timely, decisive and effective fashion.
EU Member States’ adoption of National Roma
Integration Strategies begins a process that will con‑
tinue and be monitored until at least 2020. When
implementing these strategies, Member States will
identify specific measures to implement their strategies,
develop projects and actions, establish clear timetables
and allocate appropriate funding to ensure their suc‑
cess and the better inclusion of Roma in EU society. To
achieve significant progress in the near future, Member
States shall ensure that regional and local integration
policies focus on Roma in a clear and specific way,
and address the needs of Roma with explicit but not
exclusive measures to prevent and compensate for the
disadvantages they face.

173 Council of Europe, Advisory Committee on
the Framework Convention for the Protection
of National Minorities (2012), p. 7.
174 Council of Europe, ECRI (2012a), p. 31.
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